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Our Approach to Design

We design to offer new experiences in the changing work environment with 
our life-oriented approach. We focus on creating products that are not only 
functional and aesthetically pleasing but also beneficial for the body and 
soul. When designing, we draw inspiration from the lives of the individuals we 
serve.

We place the concept of reflection at the core of our design process. We 
develop products that reflect life, nature, culture, humanity, and colors in our 
designs.

In our design process, we abstract the existing life, past experiences, 
observations within life, accumulations and knowledge, aiming to create 
familiar experiences. This way, we offer reflections of life, nature, culture, 
humanity, and colors in our designs.

So, are you ready for a new experience with Zivella?



Armchairs & Sofas

That pleasurable feeling of relaxing in an armchair or sofa in the workplace is 
priceless… We combine surprising design with simplicity to ensure that the 
designs of our armchairs and sofas are ergonomic and comfortable as well as 
appropriate to the space they are in.



2023

Whale
Armchair & Sofa / Selami Gündüzeri

Whale, designed with inspiration from nature, particularly the lines of 
whales, one of the largest creatures of the ocean, is striking with its 
original and aesthetically pleasing lines. It is manufactured as a single 
armchair and a sofa to ensure integrity in the spaces.
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Bend
Sofa / Selami Gündüzeri

Bend has an ergonomic design as well as its stylish and modern lines. 
The comfort of the product has been brought to the next level by using 
a soft and special spring sponge in the seating area.

The perception of elegance was reinforced with the leather details on 
outer contours and the side tables designed as an integral part of the 
sofa especially for the executive rooms.
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Cigar
Sofa / Setsu & Shinobu ITO

Bringing softness and dynamism to the space, the Cigar sofa 
creates a flowing stance and a comfortable atmosphere, with 
no sharp edges visible from any angle.
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Chocolate
Armchair & Sofa / Selami Gündüzeri

Inspired by one of the most loved tastes in life, Chocolate's 
design embodies the pieced shape of chocolate and the 
feeling of happiness and well-being on people.
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Neo
Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

Neo’s minimal geometric structure and strong lines will
transform modern executive offices and waiting areas.
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Kuz / Kuz-S
Armchair & Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

Suitable for both the home and office, guests will enjoy the comfort
of the Kuz Collection. The wood elements of the unit are available
in either an oak or walnut finish.
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Sahara
Armchair & Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

The Sahara offers a comfortable seating with its plain lines and is easy
to install due to its dismantled, removable metal frame. Its durable 
frame, striking design and colors will bring positivity to any space and
add comfort to waiting areas.
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Ren
Armchair & Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

The harmony of metal and leather in the visually rich Ren will refine 
comfort in any executive office.
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Mila
Armchair & Sofa / Adnan Serbest

Mila armchairs and sofas with modern, minimalist lines,
were designed with functionality and simplicity as the other
products of the series. Mila armchair and sofa offer a relaxed
and modest look with plain lines in detail.

Ada
Armchair & Sofa / Z Design Team

With its renewed form and options, Ada brings the free spirit of the
60s to the present in both office and common areas.
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Koza
Sofa / Z Design Team

All eyes will be on this simple yet forceful design that will most certainly 
be the star of your space. The Koza’s vibrant colors, simplicity and 
comfort will add an innovative and modern look to any area.

Poz
Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

The Poz boasts a natural wood covered back that gives it a warm
and friendly look as well as an eye-catching visual texture. Available 
in both leather and fabric.
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Park
Armchair & Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

The flexible production options of the aesthetically pleasing Park 
sofas and armchairs will indulge the need for comfort in the office.

Salt
Armchair & Sofa / Alp Nuhoğlu

With its modern lines and slim structure, Salt is ideal
for small waiting areas and workspaces. It is available
as single, double or triple seating units.
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Yaka
Armchair & Sofa / Z Design Team

The timeless Yaka model stands out with its refined design and conforms 
to its surroundings. It is available in various combinations and is sure to 
become the most comfortable corner of the office or waiting area.

D-Armchair
Armchair / Setsu & Shinobu ITO

An organic, sculptural, comfort-lining armchair for offices and waiting 
areas. The curve surrounds the side profile draws the letter “d”, creating 
a smooth and soft design.
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Sarm
Armchair / Selami Gündüzeri

With its sculptural silhouette, contemporary form and wraparound 
arms, Sarm gives a confident sense to its users. Featuring a rich 
variety of colors and optional arms, it easily adapts to the spirit of the 
spaces and breaks the monotonous office perception creates lively, 
productivity-supporting and aesthetic work spaces instead.
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Totem
Armchair / Alp Nuhoğlu

This iconic piece adds a certain boldness to any area. The Totem’s refined design
consists of two parts, the body and seating and is ideal for all spaces from homes to
offices, waiting areas to social areas.

Rounded
Armchair / Emin Ercan

Rounded is designed to provide a comfortable seating experience with
its organic, circular form. The movement of the design begins from the
bottom with the foot area detail. It attracts attention with the simplicity and
effectiveness of its iconic form and offers a comfortable user experience.
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Well's
Armchair / Emre Öner

Inspired by the Scandinavian design style which is defined by 
simplicity, minimalism and functionality, Well's exhibits a bright 
and feel-good stance in interiors with the warmth of wood.
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Lia-P
Armchair / Z Design Team

Lia-P family, offers aesthetic solutions for various spaces including offices, 
waiting areas, cafes and restaurants. Available in various wooden and metal leg 
alternatives, it draws attention with its inviting design and vivacious colors.

Sar Lounge
Armchair / Z Design Team

It is designed to create comfortable, warm and intimate waiting areas with its 
deep seating and body that wraps around the person on both sides. It adapts to 
the integrity of the space with its legs that can be produced in metal and wood.
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Mod
Armchair / Alp Nuhoğlu

Mod is designed to lift the mood in next generation offices. A stand-out 
with its cubic form and energetic design, the Mod is available in wooden 
or metal leg alternatives and dozens of color options.

Nord / Nord Vera
Armchair / Alp Nuhoğlu

An example of flawless design, Nord dazzles with its craftsmanship. 
The wood detail covering the back adds a rich visual dimension.
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Lounge Systems, Poufs & Chairs

Color therapy has become an indispensable part of design. Our 
lounge systems and poufs, which stand out with their numerous 
color options and ease of use, provide the comfort of a desk chair. 
Our vibrantly colored chairs have been designed to bring energy to 
spaces.



2023

Hole
Lounge System / Selami Gündüzeri

Hole, inspired by the gravitational pull of black holes, adds dynamism to 
spaces. It fully meets the needs of a waiting area on its own, with a group 
of products that includes coffee tables, poufs, and modular pieces in 
various sizes. Hole is a new, original, modular, and reproducible form.
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Bend
Lounge System / Selami Gündüzeri

Bend has an ergonomic design as well as its stylish and modern lines. 
The comfort of the product has been brought to the next level by using a 
soft and special spring sponge in the seating area It has been produced 
in order to maintain the same comfort and design language in the 
waiting halls and resting areas with different modules.
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Phase
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

Phase, a group of modular units with or without side tables meets the 
needs of waiting areas and facilitates communication in common areas.
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Bari Bench
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

With its next-generation modular design, Bari Bench adds 
movement and energy to any space. Every detail is designed to 
meet the demands of the communication age. A tiny charging unit is 
a major feature of the design, promoting communication.
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Level
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

The rich colors of Level add a sporty look to its surroundings 
while its puzzle-like design introduces a lively energy.
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Unit Bench
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

Available with long or short backrests and single or double production forms, 
Unit Bench provides privacy as well as convenient amenities in the form of 
built-in coffee tables and electrical supply units placed along the bench for 
maximum comfort.
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Zen
Lounge System / Burak Koçak

Use any or all of four different sized modules to add an air of gentle 
tranquilly with the Zen Collection. The rounded lines and simple design 
are perfect for creating comfortable corners in offices or waiting areas.

Pay
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

Pay is a functional piece that allows an effective design of 
waiting and resting areas. The single and double dimensions 
available offer numerous solutions for common areas.
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Tone
Lounge System / Z Design Team

Tone sofa radiates warmth and is designed to create a comfortable 
corner in offices or waiting areas. Especially complimentary to warmly 
colored spaces, Tone is also functional with its separate ottoman and 
coffee table.

Tone-S
Lounge System / Z Design Team

Its modular design offers suitable solutions for waiting area and 
rest needs, also facilitates communication in communal areas.
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Part Bench
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

Part Bench creates space within a space with its fabric covered 
separators that minimize noise from the surrounding area. It not 
only stands out with its innovative design, but also offers a partly 
secluded area suitable for small meetings that require focus in 
waiting areas or office floors.
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Lisa
Armchair / Z Design Team

Delightful with its slim, modern lines and elegant wooden legs, the Lisa 
emphasizes the elegance of executive offices and waiting areas.

Ada
Armchair / Alp Nuhoğlu

With its quilted back detail, elegant wooden legs and minimal style, 
Ada chair brings the free spirit of the 60s to the present. It is designed 
for common areas, executive rooms and private residences.
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Tur
Armchair / Z Design Team

An elegant chair with armrests, back and side support, comfortable seating 
and various leg alternatives. Also ideal for cramped waiting areas.

Best
Lounge System / Alp Nuhoğlu

Best waiting area unit is a comfortable, simple and convenient design 
especially suited to offices, hospitals, schools and terminals.

Beam Bank
Lounge System / Oğuzhan Abdik

A sculptural bench that stands out with its simple, solid wood form. 
Beam Bank contributes a certain warmth to any space and embodies 
sincerity in communications. Available in various varnish and leather 
color alternatives.
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Tim
Chair / Z Design Team

Tim is a versatile and customizable chair that stands out with its 
linear design and simplicity. With options such as witharm and
armless, different leg, color and upholstery options, you can 
personalize it to match your gusto.
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Calm
Chair / Scagnellato & Ferrarese

Calm, with its functional and dynamic design, offers solutions to the diverse needs of 
workspaces. The writing table and upholstered options of Calm can be customized to 
meet specific requirements with a variety of fabric and color choices, allowing for the 
creation of desired products in any given space.
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Best
Chair / Z Design Team

The Best, available with metal or wooden legs and colorful upholstery options, 
has a modern feel and adapts perfectly to every space with its ideal size.
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Ika
Chair / Z Design Team

It is the symbol of a rising trend in the design world. The high seated, 
barstool-like Ika is perfect for quick meetings or a private conversation.

Roy
Chair / Z Design Team

With its specially shaped seat, backrest and thin metal legs, Roy is as durable as 
it is elegant. Suitable for cramped areas such as cafeterias of lobbies.

Stol
Chair / Z Design Team

Stol will be the next new piece to attract attention with its 
symmetrical, durable structure and rich color options.
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Toy
Pouf / Alp Nuhoğlu

Toy adds a playfulness to any environment with its modern 
and unique design. Lighten the mood in your busy work area 
with this aesthetic yet simple and smiling piece.

Hole
Pouf / Selami Gündüzeri

The colorful poufs from the Hole family bring an energy to the space.

Bari
Pouf / Alp Nuhoğlu

Bari Pouf offers a practical and colorful solution to seating 
requirements and provides the option for easy mobility 
with its carrying strap.

Zen
Pouf / Burak Koçak

With its round lines and simple design, Zen pouffe is ideal for 
creating comfortable resting spaces in offices or waiting halls. 
Provided in different sizes and colors, Zen adds a soft and 
serene touch to the space it is in.
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Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

Sitting for long periods of time can adversely affect spinal health. 
Our office chairs have been specially designed to prevent back and 
neck pain. With an ergonomic and adjustable design that works 
in perfect harmony with the human body, our chairs satisfy the 
demand for comfort and health while working.



Prime
Executive & Office Chair

Prime's sophisticated design not only enhances aesthetics, but also 
delivers high-level comfort by supporting the spine with its ergonomic and 
flexible two-piece back.



Eva
Executive & Office Chair

Eva's sleek and thin design adds a touch of elegance to any office, while its 
ergonomic mesh backrest and curved seating area promote a comfortable 
and healthy posture for the user.
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Tami
Executive & Office Chair / Z Design Team

Tami, designed to provide a healthy working experience with its curved back 
form, brings an aesthetic touch to offices.
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Steel
Executive & Office Chair

With its thoughtfully designed simplicity and modern look, Steel exudes a 
sense of refinement. It is offered to users with the option of a tall or short 
body, adding a touch of exclusivity to any space it occupies.

Fly
Executive & Office Chair

Fly office chairs combine elegance and comfort in office spaces. Inspired by the butterfly wing, 
they have a unique appearance with their curved backrest. The curved backrest, adjustable 
armrests, and seat provide comfort for extended periods of use.
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Data-K
Executive & Office Chair / Z Design Team

Data-K stands out for its nobility and simplicity in its design. It offers 
elegance and comfort with leather and fabric coating features.

Carot
Executive & Office Chair

The robust and impeccable Carot chair is designed to alleviate 
the stress and fatigue of everyday work life.
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Tunn
Executive & Office Chair

New but very familiar… The design roots of the graceful 
Tunn office chair are based firmly on a strong visual 
tradition that has been adapted to the present day.

Fera
Executive & Office Chair

Available in a plethora of colors for the seat and back, the 
attractive Fera easily adapts to any work environment.
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Cross
Office Chair

Cross stands out with its user-oriented and basic design as well as its 
multiple features such as the back options of different heights, ergonomic 
and flexible form that provides lumbar support. Thereby, it enables the most 
colorful and comfortable interactions in all workplaces.
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Flat
Office Chair

Flat's minimal design and seamlessly integrated 
back and arm structure brings a sense of energy and 
dynamism to any space it is placed in.
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Mody
Office Chair / Z Design Team

A minimal yet comfortable design. The Mody family of products 
will change the atmosphere of your office or waiting area with 
its inviting and friendly style.

Lia-P
Office Chair / Z Design Team

Lia-P family, offers aesthetic solutions for various spaces including offices,
waiting areas, cafes and restaurants. Available in various wooden and metal leg
alternatives, it draws attention with its inviting design and vivacious colors.
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Best
Office Chair / Z Design Team

A combination of the best features for various purposes… 
An arm rest is also optional on this functional office chair.

Sar
Office Chair / Z Design Team

With its deep seating and body embracing from both sides, Sar is 
extremely comfortable and inviting. It is possible to create warm and 
friendly waiting spaces in all kinds of venues. Different leg alternatives 
make Sar adaptable to various utility purposes.
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May
Office Chair / Z Design Team

With its vibrant and dynamic form, May is designed in line with the characteristics 
of today’s new generation workspaces and other spaces. Its body providing a 
comfortable sitting experience, moving metal legs and convenient arm rests 
make it an ideal chair for long-term use. Furthermore, May stands out in an 
otherwise ordinary office environment especially with its lively fabric colors.

Tim
Office Chair / Z Design Team

Tim is a versatile and customizable chair that stands out with its linear design 
and simplicity. With options such as sleeved and sleeveless, different leg, 
color and upholstery options, you can personalize it to match your gusto.
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Coffee Tables & Accessories

Contemporary and attractive coffee tables and accessories make 
office life easier and more stylish. Zivella’s coffee tables and 
accessories add an aesthetic touch to the space they are in with their 
colorful designs and functionality, be it an office or a waiting area.



Planet
Coffee Table / Selami Gündüzeri

The Planet coffee table family, inspired by the arrangement of planets and satellites, 
embodies a flexible design concept with various dimensions and geometric shapes.
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Tav
Coffee Table

The sharp but curved leg design of the Tav sets off the plain tabletop and 
is another elegant yet minimal design from Zivella. Available in various 
dimensions, thus suitable for both offices and waiting areas alike.

Gito
Coffee Table

The Gito product group is attractive, can be used in both offices and 
social areas and also offers numerous options for your various needs.

Tin
Coffee Table

Tin will turn heads with its elegant and dynamic lines. Elements such as 
the melamine tabletop and graceful metal legs give it a modern look and 
add soul to the space.
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Kula
Coffee Table

Kula’s highly stylish yet minimalistic design is set off with its wood veneer 
and curves. The versatile table is available in various dimensions and its 
timeless design will complement any seating group.

Sal
Coffee Table

Designed to add elegance to spaces, Sal is a delicate, airy table 
with strong lines. Its slender metal legs perfectly complement 
the wood tabletop.

Sole
Coffee Table

Available in four different shapes and sizes, metal legs and numerous colors, 
the energetic and durable Sole is sure to brighten up your office.

Lito
Hanger / Burak Koçak

A decorative and functional design, Lito is a colorful addition to next-generation offices. 
Made with solid wood and available in different color combinations.
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FR Star Series

FR Star 600

FR Star 007

FR Star 020

FR Star 060

FR Star 615

FR Star 015

FR Star 610

FR Star 330

FR Star 690

FR Star 901

FR Star 026

FR Star 340

FR Star 110

FR Star 250

FR Star 410

FR Star 550

FR Star 120

FR Star 260

FR Star 422

FR Star 500

FR Star 323

FR Star 244

FR Star 270

FR Star 525

Artificial Leather  |  A2 Group

UV Resistance Flame Retardant Water ResistanceAnti Microbial
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York Series Crep SeriesFabric  |  A2 Group Fabric  |  A1 Group

York 35-35

York 24-24

York 31-36

York 143-87

York 133-38

York 09-24

York 87-87

York 143-12

York 38-38

York 220

York 151-05

York 22-147

Crep 240

Crep 070

Crep 150

Crep 030

Crep 190

Crep 050

Crep 100

Crep 170

Crep 200

Crep 060

Crep 120

Crep 180

UV Resistance Flame Retardant
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Puffi Series Fabric  |  A2 Group

Puffi 48

Puffi 01

Puffi 06

Puffi 34

Puffi 17

Puffi 25

Puffi 09

Puffi 68

Puffi 08

Puffi 28

Puffi 72

Puffi 67

Puffi 37

Puffi 75

Puffi 24

Puffi 50

Puffi 42 Puffi 22
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Beatto Series Fabric  |  A1 Group

Beatto 65

Beatto 21

Beatto 74

Beatto 09

Beatto 80

Beatto 13

Beatto 57

Beatto 37

Beatto 04

Beatto 39

Beatto 67

Beatto 56

Beatto 18
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Wood Veneer Melamine Series

ZS Alfi

ZA H100 ZS Paradise

ZS Anthracite

ZS Brownstone

ZA 10.19

ZS Cadiz

ZA A-31 ZS Armada

ZA A2

ZS Ash GreyZS White
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Lacquer Series Metal Series

ZL Anthracite ZM C925 Terracotta

ZL Ash Grey

ZL Black ZM G900 Anthracite

ZL White ZM TX9005 Black

ZM TX9010 White ZM G903 Ash Grey

ZM S208 Curry

ZL Brownstone

ZM G902 Olive Grey

ZM G905 Brownstone
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